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Wall Shear-Rate Estimation
Within the 50cc Penn State
Artificial Heart Using Particle
Image Velocimetry
Particle image velocimetry (PIV) has been gaining acceptance as a routine tool to e
ate the flow fields associated with fluid mechanical devices. We have developed algo
to investigate the wall shear-rates within the 50cc Penn State artificial heart using
magnification, conventional particle image velocimetry (PIV). Wall shear has been im
cated in clot formation, a major post-implant problem with artificial hearts. To addr
the issues of wall scattering and incomplete measurement volumes, associated wit
wall measurements, we have introduced a zero masking and a fluid centroid sh
technique. Simulations using different velocity fields were conducted with the techn
to assess their viability. Subsequently, the techniques were applied to the experim
data collected. The results indicate that the size of the interrogation region shoul
chosen to be as small as possible to maximize resolution while large enough to ens
adequate number of particles per region. In the current study, a 16316 interrogation
window performed well with good spatial resolution and particle density for the esti
tion of wall shear rate. The techniques developed with PIV allow wall shear-rate
mates to be obtained from a large number of sites at one time. Because a planar im
a flow field can be determined relatively rapidly, PIV may prove useful in any prelimin
design procedure.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1784477#
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Introduction
A major cause of artificial heart failure after implantation is c

formation @1–3# The primary connection between the chamb
flow field and the complex clotting process is still unknown,
though the wall shear stress is a primary suspect. Many stu
have been performed to investigate the relationship of wall sh
stress on in vivo clot formation@4–6#. In the following, we con-
centrate on studies performed in artificial hearts.

Particle streak flow visualization, using amberlite resin p
ticles, was performed to photograph the flow patterns within
artificial heart@7–8#. The qualitatively low and high velocity re
gions were used to predict regions of stagnation or high w
stress. Affeld et al.@9# reported dye-washout techniques that we
used to detect regions of high shear or stagnation. The area
low dye removal corresponded with regions associated w
thrombi formation. Tarbell et al.@10# used pulsed Doppler ultra
sound to estimate the local wall shear stress at 12 positions ar
the periphery of a flexible blood sac of an artificial heart. The w
shear stress was calculated by measuring the near wall vel
approximately 1 mm away from the wall and computing the n
wall gradient. The peak wall shear stress was approxima
25 dynes/cm2. Phillips et al.@11# used laser Doppler anemomet
~LDA ! to measure the near wall gradient, with the closest m
sured velocity 0.5 mm from the wall. Measurements were
tained at three locations suspected of flow separation, recirc
tion, and stasis. Estimated wall shear stresses ranged
1.8– 53 dynes/cm2.

Wall shear-rate measurements using flush-mounted hot-film
emometry were done by Baldwin et al.@12–13#. Peak wall shear
stresses were measured at 2700 dynes/cm2 and 1400 dynes/cm2

near the aortic and mitral valves, respectively. However, th
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results were dependent on the orientation of the hot-film rela
to the flow direction. Flow within the artificial heart chamber
complex, and unsteady; thus, the direction of flow could va
significantly during each pump cycle. Because of this thr
dimensionality, the wall shear stresses obtained from the hot-
technique could not be obtained with high accuracy. The te
nique requires both modification to the test model and calibra
outside the model. It is not practical to obtain good spatial d
nition of the wall shear stress using multiple flush-mounted h
film. Moreover, as a heat transfer device, the hot-film techniq
cannot measure low wall shear-rates with any accuracy. La
Doppler anemometry measurements within the 70cc Penn S
Artificial Heart have revealed areas of three dimensional fl
fields including turbulent flows especially in the region of th
mechanical heart valves@14#. The Reynolds stresses in the regu
gitant jets that develop after valve closure have been measure
up to 20,000 dynes/cm2 on the minor orifice sides of the aorti
and mitral valves. A vortex or recirculating flow pattern develo
within the heart chamber during diastole, which provides wash
along the chamber walls.

Our approach here is to use particle image velocimetry~PIV!; a
technique widely used in fluid experiments for over a deca
Particle image velocimetry utilizes the concept of particle d
placement over a specified small finite separation time to comp
the velocity vector field. The technique allows a noninvasive
perimental arrangement and provides a quantitative, instantan
velocity vector field with comparable spatial resolution to th
obtained by LDA. A well-populated particle velocity field is th
attraction of PIV to fluid dynamic studies and distinguishes P
from other flow measurements, as it allows for instantaneous
locity gradient computation. Particle image velocimetry has be
used almost exclusively to measure velocities, although work
Kertzscher et al.@15# to identify wall shear rates, making use of
thin light sheet near the wall, has recently appeared. Raffel e
@16# has published a complete review of PIV: the concept, me
odology, data processing and post processing analysis. A det

-
tor:
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theoretical background of PIV can be found in the work of Kea
and Adrian@17–18#. For completeness, we include a brief discu
sion of the technique.

Particle Image Velocimetry
Particle image velocimetry measures the particle displacem

over a specified small finite separation time,DT. For planar PIV,
as used here and by most conventional systems, a thin light s
is used to illuminate the particles, and the velocity vectors
computed byu5 Dx/DT and v5 Dy/DT . Therefore, the main
direction of particle displacement should be aligned with the li
plane. Two images of the flow field are recorded at timesT and
T1DT. The technique requires that the fluid must contain
adequate number of small particles to permit accurate cr
correlation statistics and that the presence of the particles in
flow do not significantly disturb the original flow characteristic
Crowe et al.@19# determined that these suspended particles fa
fully follow the surrounding mean flow provided that the partic
relaxation time,ts , estimated using a Stokes flow analysis a
ts5dp

2 rp /18m is much smaller thanDT. Crowe et al. indicates
that for negligible particle-fluid velocity differences the Stok
number,StPIV5ts /DT, always less than 0.02 here, must be mu
less than 1. In practice,ts is made small by using very sma
particles. As to the number of particles required, Monte Ca
simulations have indicatedNI.5 is needed to obtain a 95% vali
detection probability in cross-correlation of a double frame/sin
exposure@16,18#.

Digital PIV calculates a 2D cross-correlation on small su
regions, called ‘‘interrogation windows,’’ within a PIV image t
obtain an average particle displacement within that interroga
region. The cross-correlation function works as pattern reco
tion of the particle distribution between the first and seco
frames. The cross-correlation peak occurs where the second f
of the interrogation window is shifted by the group particle d
placement. Therefore, the displacement gradient of each par
must be small enough that the pattern is minimally distorted o
the separation time. The displacement gradient is the gradien
the particle displacement as a function of distance from the w
(d(Dx)/dx andd(Dy)/dy). The particle distribution pattern ca
also be distorted by particle loss between the first and sec
frames of an interrogation window. In-plane particle loss me
that the particles in the first frame move out of the interrogat
window in the second frame, but are still in the light plane; wh
out-of-plane particle loss means the particles in the first fra
leave the light plane.

High velocity gradients can also result in a distorted parti
distribution pattern. Distorted particle distribution patterns on
cross-correlation function can manifest as a low signal to no
ratio, or as multiple peaks, either of which reduces the accurac
the resulting displacement vector.

The size of the interrogation window and the time separat
can be varied to minimize the distortion and increase the accu
of the cross-correlation. Larger interrogation windows usually
duce the in-plane particle loss, but at a cost of an increased
dient within the interrogation window. Since the interrogati
window’s size determines the spatial resolution of the measu
displacement vectors, smaller windows are more favorable
practice as long as good accuracy is obtainable. Second win
offsetting schemes, such as iterative and multigrid methods@20–
21# are often used to reduce bias from in-plane particle loss.
ducing the separation time helps minimize the out-of-plane p
ticle loss and also reduces the displacement gradient. ‘‘H
gradient correction’’@22# or ‘‘cross-correlation based correction
@23# algorithms are used to minimize the error due to multip
peaks~cross-correlation function!. The recorded images in digita
PIV are recorded into 8-bit to 12-bit gray scale that is capable
providing a displacement accuracy of one tenth to one twent
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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of a pixel @16#. Too small a particle displacement~smaller than
one tenth of a pixel! may not be resolved by the standard cros
correlation algorithm.

Extension of the standard PIV technique to near wall strain r
estimates presents challenges that must be resolved for acc
wall shear approximations. In cases where the boundary laye
the wall remains attached, the focus of this study, the gradien
the wall is usually higher than that in the flow region. Partic
image velocimetry assumes the particle image distribution n
the wall is homogenous. For a near wall measurement, a part
free-region close to the wall@24# should not be observable in th
images, the image distortion caused by the wall curvature sho
be minimal, and the wall vibration and wall location uncertain
should be negligible. In this study, the practical interrogation w
dow size could be reduced to 16316 pixels with reasonably ac
curate results~adequate particle density, minimal wall distortion!
for a given resolution and magnification. As the magnificati
increases, the conditions described above break down, and
ventional PIV may not provide accurate results. Increased im
magnification while maintaining good image quality is the app
priate means of solving the high velocity gradient proble
@17,25–26# in PIV processing.

Higher image magnification does add constraints on maint
ing adequate particle density per interrogation region. This c
straint becomes problematic along a solid surface. In part
laden shear flow on a solid surface, particles migrate from the n
wall region due to the velocity gradient on the wall. This w
generate a near particle free region along the wall coverin
small finite distance from a surface and presents challenges
PIV image processing at a wall where it is difficult to maintain
adequate local particle density. The size of this zone is a func
of several parameters, the particle size, magnitude of the velo
gradient, presence of turbulence, secondary flow features, b
ancy and wall curvature to name a few. This particle free zo
becomes a problem in PIV when the size of the interrogat
region approaches the size of the particle free region to within
order of magnitude. This can occur with very small interrogati
regions in normal magnification or for most interrogation regio
at high magnification. The impact of this particle free zone wou
be to 1! increase noise in the velocity estimate, 2! inhibit estima-
tion of a valid displacement resulting in no velocity estimate
that region, or 3! a velocity estimate that is biased high relative
the spatial location the PIV algorithm assigns to it. This bias
estimate can result from having a sufficient number of particle
the interrogation region for a valid displacement estimate,
where the location of these particles is shifted away from the w
Since the PIV algorithm will assign the location of the center
the interrogation region as the location of the velocity vector,
vector will be displaced slightly from the region the particles us
to estimate it were from.

The authors took care to make sure that the size of the m
mum interrogation region was large enough to contain at lea
particles per image at these normal magnifications. Other ben
of the relatively low magnification PIV used here are:~i! a larger
field of view—providing a general idea of the flow in a larg
region, ~ii ! less experimental and computational effort, a
~iii ! more flexibility with different types of flows and boundar
geometries.

Strong three-dimensionality produces velocity bias throug
perspective projection error. Perspective projection is the e
due to the particle moving through the light sheet thickness. T
projected particle displacement, on the ‘‘image plane’’ may not
the same as the spatial component of the displacement in
‘‘light plane’’ @16#. The motion across the light sheet in highly 3-
flow can bias the local velocity estimation due to perspective p
jection, if the particle has not left the light sheet. The effect
perspective projection velocity bias is illustrated in Fig. 1 and
usually more severe at the edge of the observation field, where
projection angle increases. The simulation of 3-D hurricanes fr
AUGUST 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 431
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a non-specified source showed up to 16% velocity error@16#. At
high image magnification, the focal length becomes shorter
the projection angle increases, which worsens the perspective
jection. Strong perspective projection could vary the magnifi
tion factor through the image plane resulting in an image dist
tion. Three-dimensionality and small-scale flow patter
frequently occur in high gradient regions. ReducingdT minimizes
the out-of-plane particle loss, but not the perspective project
error.

Processing of the near wall regions can also introduce bias
rors due to the overlapping of interrogation windows with t
wall. In PIV, we assume that an interrogation window complete
surrounds a fluid volume. The cross-correlated vector is rec
nized as the average displacement of all the particles within
interrogation volume, and the location of the vector is taken at
center of the interrogation volume. However, this assumption
not valid for an interrogation volume overlying a wall, as the flu
volume only occupies a part of the interrogation volume. Th
problem can bias both the velocity value and its location. We w
introduce two algorithms: a zero masking and a fluid centroid s
to resolve this problem.

In order to calculate velocity gradients from velocity fields o
tained by PIV, different numerical differencing schemes, such
central differencing, Richardson extrapolation, and least squ
methods have been used@16,27,28#. All of these techniques re-
quire neighboring velocity values, which are not available wh
considering the point closest to the wall. In this case, one-si
interpolation, such as forward or backward differencing needs
be considered. The grid spacing used in these techniques is, m
over, also likely to be non-uniform~or even nonstructured!, which
further complicates the problem. In addition, the wall location is
critical factor. In this study, the wall location was determined fro
the images in conjunction with the known wall geometry@29#.

The goal in this study is to develop the tools needed to prov
accurate mean wall shear-rate estimates from low magnificat
conventional PIV images, and to apply these tools to the artific
heart flow field. Although PIV has been applied to investiga
turbulent flow fields in a number of applications with excelle
results@30–32#, the mean flow is the emphasis here. As in LDA
a sufficient number of realizations must be taken for the result
converge. Convergence studies on PIV data obtained using
artificial heart indicated that 200 image pairs were adequate
resolving mean flow statistics.

Fig. 1 Illustration of the perspective projection, the dark arrow
on the image plane is the vector obtained from perspective pro-
jection, the dashed arrow „to the right of the image plane … is the
correct projection of the displacement vector on the XY plane.
432 Õ Vol. 126, AUGUST 2004
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Methods

A Algorithms. Cross-correlation of acquired images w
performed by the TSI Insight 5 software. A recursive or multigr
cross-correlation scheme was used with an initial interroga
window of 64364 pixels, stepped down by a factor of two t
reach the final interrogation windows of 32332 and 16
316 pixels~two final interrogation sizes were tested to study t
effect of the interrogation window!. The Hart correlation, a cross
correlation based correction algorithm with sparse array co
pressed image correlation@33–35#, was selected with a bilinea
peak finding algorithm. Each interrogation window has 50% ov
lapping with its neighbors. A range and local median validati
criteria @36# were used sequentially for each vector file obtain
by Insight 5.

After data validation, the proportion of the number of inval
values to the total number of values for each instantaneous ve
field ~one vector file! was used to determine the validity of th
instantaneous vector field. In this experiment, that tolerance
set to 80%. For the remaining valid vector files, no interpolat
and smoothing algorithm was applied to avoid error propaga
from neighboring vectors. Averaging was performed vector-b
vector to obtain the ensemble mean velocity field.

Zero masking and a centroid shift technique were develope
address the incompleteness of the interrogation area at the
which can add error to the velocity magnitude and location
velocity bias can result from wall scattering outside the fluid v
ume that is captured in the interrogation windows. Such scatte
is caused by occlusions in the clear acrylic model. Figure 2~a!
illustrates how the wall scattering, which is ideally dark, can
stead have a particle-like pattern. The intensities of the wall s
tering are indistinguishable from the particle images. As a res
the cross-correlation recognizes the non-particle scatterings as
tionary objects, causing velocity bias toward lower values. T
concept for the zero-masking technique is, therefore, to elimin
the non-particle intensity by simply masking the non-fluid ar
with zero intensity or mean background intensity. The raw ima
after zero masking is shown in Fig. 2~b!.

The location of the wall must be known prior to applying th
zero-masking technique. The wall location is determined here
manually identifying the pixel coordinates for several referen
points along the wall in a randomly selected group of imag
~roughly 20!. These identified reference locations are then use
combination with the known model geometry to mathematica
reconstruct the pixel coordinates of the model wall in the ima

Since the interrogation volume is only partly occupied by flu
volume, the appropriate vector location should be the centroid
the actual fluid volume within the interrogation region. Figure
illustrates shifting the vector location from the center of the int
rogation window to the fluid centroid within the same interrog
tion window. The dotted arrow at the center of the hatched reg
in Fig. 3 illustrates shifting the vector location from the center
the interrogation volume to the fluid centroid. The centroid of t
fluid region is determined using standard image processing t
niques within Matlab. The fluid region is geometrically redefin
into sub-pixel resolution by subtracting the known wall locati
from the pre-defined rectangular interrogation zone. The cent
of this new region is then computed using a center of m
computation.

The zero-masking technique has a minimal processing time
pact on the velocity vector calculation. The centroid shifting
used in the estimation of wall shear. The total processing time
Matlab, performing the centroid shift and the wall shear calcu
tion is less than 1 second per image.

Wall shear-rates are computed from the velocity vectors wit
a specified distance from the wall—shown as the points with
locity arrows in Fig. 3. Note that, for the points very close to t
wall, the interrogation windows may have too small a fluid vo
ume to obtain a valid cross-correlation; therefore, the veloc
vectors may not be obtained on those windows. After the velo
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 2 PIV image „a… before and „b… after zero-masking.
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vectors and their corrected locations are obtained, the vectors
decomposed into local wall coordinates as illustrated in Fig.
The wall shear-rate is calculated from the tangential compon
divided by the normal distance between the vector and the w
The wall shear-rates obtained by this technique are first or
accurate.

The processing algorithm does a good job in providing accur
wall shear-rate estimates. However, the estimates are suscep
to spurious noise due to inaccurate wall displacements. A ‘‘s
mented local velocity histogram filter’’ is applied to the resultin
wall shear-rate estimates to eliminate spurious shear-rates. A
cation of this filter involves dividing the entire vector field int
small 2-D spatial segments that are larger than the interroga
window. Within the segment, the uniformity of the velocity
assumed, and as a consequence, spatial resolution is uncha
The histogram filter works by truncating velocity vectors that a

Fig. 3 The illustration of the fluid centroid shift: the gray area
represents the fluid region, the dashed square indicates the
interrogation window for the vector at the center of the window,
and the dashed arrow in each dashed box shows the vector
location being shifted to the centroid of the fluid part of the
interrogation window.
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out of the accepted range based on the average of vectors in
segment~for example, the first and last 3% might be remove!.
The remaining vectors within the segment are averaged, and
average is assigned to the center of the segment. The details o
segmented local velocity histogram filter and averaging are
scribed more completely by Hochareon@29#.

These algorithms were first tested using simulated PIV d
Artificial PIV images were constructed to simulate velocity field
A Monte Carlo simulation was used for image reconstruction w
ideal image conditions. The particles were evenly and rando
distributed to achieve a minimum of 4 particles per interrogat
window. Out-of-plane particle loss was set to 10%, and the p
ticle image intensity was varied in the range of620%. Four
velocity fields were used for the simulations: a linear and a q
dratic profile on both a straight and a curved surface and
illustrated in Fig. 5.

The displacement at the wall was also varied linearly along
streamwise direction. Each velocity field was reconstructed for
image pairs and was processed with and without zero mask
Therefore, the effects of profile type, wall curvature, wall d

Fig. 4 Wall coordinate systems: S—surface, r—normal axis
pointing into the fluid domain, t—tangential axis pointing in
counter-clockwise direction, and O—origins. The imaged plane
is 5 mm from the frontal edge.
AUGUST 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 433
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Fig. 5 Four velocity fields used for the simulations: „a… a linear profile on a straight surface, „b… a quadratic
profile on a straight surface, „c… a linear profile on a curved surface, and „d… a quadratic profile on a curved
surface.
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placement, and wall scattering on the wall shear-rate estima
as a function of two different interrogation window sizes (
332 and 16316), were studied in these simulations. The dev
oped algorithms were then applied to the experimental data
tained in the artificial heart model.

B Experimental Setup. A clear Plexiglas model of the 50c
Penn State artificial heart was installed in the Penn State m
circulatory loop@37#. The blood analog fluid was mineral oil~Pen-
reco Inc., Houston, TX!, with a specific gravity of 0.827 kg/m3, a
refractive index of 1.46, and a viscosity of 4.7 cP. The geome
of the 50cc chamber is a small scale model similar to the 7
model used in Baldwin et al.@14#. The operating conditions wer
on average 5 L/min flow rate, 75 beat/min, and 30/0 and 120
mmHg inlet and outlet pressures, respectively.

A dual pulsed Nd:YAG laser~New Wave Research Inc., Fre
mont, CA! and appropriate cylindrical lens were used to form
approximate 1.5 mm thick light sheet for visualizing the particl
Red fluorescent 7mm polystyrene particles~Duke Scientific
Corp., Palo Alto, CA!, with a specific gravity of 1.055 kg/m3, and
approximate excitation/emission wavelengths of 542/612 n
were used. The Stokes number for this system was less than
and, thus, the particles were expected to follow the flow. T
hundred PIV image pairs were recorded by a 102431018 CCD
camera~TSI, Inc., St. Paul, MN! for each location.

Measurement planes are presented from two locations~Fig. 4!:
the lateral wall of the inlet area~S5!, and the bottom wall of the
main chamber~S3!. Location S5 is a straight surface, while S3
a curved surface. For all measurements, flow remained attach
these surfaces~200 ms and 300 ms after onset of filling, respe
tively!. The magnification was adjusted to provide pixel reso
tions of 24.9 and 21.4mm/pixel for S5 and S3, respectively. Th
resulting velocity spatial and the wall shear-rate resolutions w
the 32332 and 16316 interrogation window sizes were approx
mately 720 and 360mm for both measurement locations.
ol. 126, AUGUST 2004
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Results and Discussion

A Simulations. Results of the wall shear-rate calculation
for four simulations~linear profile on a straight surface, linea
profile on a curved surface, quadratic profile on a straight surfa
and quadratic profile on a curved surface! were obtained. The
results shown in Fig. 6, the linear profile on the straight surface
representative of each of the simulations. The solid straight
represents the known theoretical profile. Figure 6 shows the sh

Fig. 6 Simulation of a linear boundary layer profile on a
straight surface; dashed lines represent the results of zero
masked images, dotted lines represent the results of non-zero
masked images, and the numbers indicate the interrogation
window size.
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 7 The average velocity maps from the two measurement locations within the artificial heart chamber:
„left … mitral view at 200 ms, „right … bottom view at 300 ms after the onset of filling.
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rate profiles of non-zero masked images vs. zero-masked im
for different size interrogation windows. The following discussi
will address: interrogation window size, wall scattering, and w
gradient. Details of the effect of wall curvature and profile can
found in Hochareon@29#.

The results show an error of less than 20% for each interro
tion window for low wall displacement gradients in all the sim
lations with and without zero masking. These displacement gr
ents are representative of strain rates in the artificial heart.
16316 interrogation window performs better than 32332. Wall
scattering does not significantly affect wall shear-rate in this
plication. We have seen significant effect of wall scattering in o
experiments with high magnification imaging~4.2 mm/pixel!—
decreasing near wall velocity magnitudes by as much as
times @38#. The particle image quality and density, backgrou
intensity, and wall intensity pattern, which vary from the curre
images and the high-magnification images, may alter the effec
wall scattering on the cross-correlation of the wall interrogat
windows.

The large and small interrogation window sizes affect the ac
racy of the wall shear estimation. The effect of the high gradien
stronger with large interrogation windows (32332 pixels). This
is not a surprise: larger interrogation windows with high gradie
tend to yield cross-correlation functions with multiple peaks. T
suggests that 838 interrogation windows would be better stil
but one must guarantee an adequate number of particles
smaller interrogation window.

Since standard PIV cross-correlation can resolve only one t
or one twentieth of a pixel, the smallest displacement should
be smaller. This constrains the lower limit for the particle d
placement. With a first order~linear! wall shear-rate calculation
we consider only the vector nearest the wall that is within
interrogation window size~i.e., 16 or 32!. The displacement of
one tenth of a pixel at the furthest particle location to be cro
correlated gives the lowest~sub-pixel! accurate wall displacemen
~i.e., 0.00625 and 0.003125!. These numbers also represent t
resolution of the wall shear-rate estimation. In the situation wh
increasingDT to avoid too small wall displacement gradients
not an option, reducing the wall displacement gradient resolu
by increasing the wall shear region may be considered. We h
not investigated the exact upper limit of wall displacement gra
ent since a wall displacement gradient of 0.4 is already high
barely achievable in our experiments due to the out-of-plane
f Biomechanical Engineering
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ticle loss. However, we have learned from this study, that withi
0.4 wall displacement gradient, we can obtain reasonable
shear rate estimates.

B Experiments. The velocity fields at both measureme
locations from the artificial heart experiment are shown in Fig.
The resulting wall shear-rates on both surfaces are presente
similar format to that of the simulation results. All the experime
tal images were zero-masked. Each plot has datasets from
different interrogation window sizes.

The experimental results from the lateral wall are shown in F
8. Both interrogation windows yield similar wall shear profiles
a comparable magnitude. The shear-rate profile is consistent
the boundary layer distribution on the lateral wall of the mitr
view of Fig. 7. That is, the larger near-wall velocities occur at t
middle portion of the wall. Although 16316 and 32332 interro-
gation windows show quite similar results for moderate she
rates (;1000 s21), the 16316 window shows much higher pea
shear-rates in the large velocity gradient region. We do exp
higher wall shear-rates for this attached boundary layer flow
the resolution increases. This discrepancy may suggest the n
sity of higher magnification. Hochareon@29# found high magnifi-
cation images of the same order of magnitude of the wall sh
rate on the lateral wall, but with a higher peak of approximat
2000 s21.

Figure 9 shows the resulting wall shear-rate profiles on
bottom wall. Here the shear-rates are more moderate then on
lateral wall and the 16316 and 32332 interrogation windows
give similar results.

Conclusions
Both simulations and experiments have demonstrated the c

bility of PIV in providing reasonable wall shear-rate estimate
The simulation suggests that the 16316 interrogation windows
perform well with different flow profiles and geometries. The e
perimental results confirm the use of the 16316 interrogation
windows for wall shear-rate estimation. The measurement fr
the lateral wall also demonstrates that the technique is capab
indicating low shear areas.

Investigations of the accuracy of wall shear-rate estimation
PIV have not appeared in the literature. Most PIV work has
cused on increasing the accuracy of the velocity vector. Here
AUGUST 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 435
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Fig. 8 The wall displacement and wall shear-rate of the lateral wall „straight surface … of the mitral port
obtained by two different interrogation window sizes.

Fig. 9 The wall displacement and wall shear-rate of the bottom wall „curved surface … of the main chamber
obtained by two different interrogation window sizes.
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extrapolate wall shear-rate from the velocity vector field obtain
by PIV, several additional issues were considered, such as
accuracy of vector location and the wall shear-rate interpola
algorithm.

The simplicity of the techniques employed provides the fle
ibility to be used with different surface geometries. In additio
wall shear-rate estimates can be obtained for a large numbe
locations ~e.g. the entire artificial heart! rapidly. The flexibility
and relative speed of acquiring these measurements allow the
be included as part of a design process.

The experimental results indicate that more accurate shear
estimates may require the use of higher magnification and m
specialized techniques. Preliminary work in this direction may
found in Hochareon@29#. While the shear rates obtained using th
technique are detailed in a subsequent paper, the results su
that shear rates~approximately 200 s21) along the bottom of the
chamber may provide an area for thrombogenesis in a sim
region where a loosely attached clot was found in vivo.
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